Host Renee- says:
<><><><> Resume Hayden Mission <><><><>

TAC_Derek says:
::Is hiding::

OPS_Gregg says:
@::on Viran II in building, near the survivors::

CMO_Revee says:
:::hovers over Zaldiva, trying to determine why he continues to sleep::

CTOValrek says:
::looking for the controls for the force fields around the prison cells::

CIVHebert says:
:: sitting at helm relaying damage to Engineering ::

CE_Susman says:
@:: on the planet's building ::

SOZaldiva says:
::sleeps::

CSO_Gol says:
Kent:  Damage report!

OPS_Gregg says:
@ACO: orders?

CNS_Kent says:
:: at Ops :: Gol: all systems down, except emergency life support and IDS

FCmathews says:
@OPS: ok

CMO_Revee says:
:::notes a small patch just outside of his hairline:::

TAC_Derek says:
::Begins creeping through  the tunnels of security::

CTOValrek says:
@::finds a control panel and starts to turn off the force fields::

EO_Linard says:
::is in Engineering locking down main reactor core

CSO_Gol says:
Linard:  First get life support systems up, use anyone you need this is of utmost priority.

CMO_Revee says:
::takes tweezers from instrument tray hovering beside biobed:::

TAC_Derek says:
::Draws phaser and takes out power cell::
FCmathews says:
@AT: Ok, Valreck & Gregg begin evacuating the POW's somehow, Susman: Let's find that power
 grid

SOZaldiva says:
::dreaming about dead llamas::

CIVHebert says:
Gol: Orders ?

EO_Linard says:
*Gol* Auxiliary power has engaged life support
OPS_Gregg says:
@::nods @ ACO::

CMO_Revee says:
:::gently removes son metic inducer from scalp of inert Science Officer and reaches for a hypospray of adrenaline:::

CTOValrek says:
@::hears alarms sounding due to the security breach......manually disables them from the control panel::

CE_Susman says:
@FCO: Yes, sir :: reads a map from the tricorder and points direction ::

TAC_Derek says:
::Sits in a place he made for just such an emergency and has a bit of food::

CTOValrek says:
@FCO: already on it

CSO_Gol says:
CIV: Go down to engineering report to Ens. Linard, see what she needs.

FCmathews says:
@CE: I'm right behind you

OPS_Gregg says:
@*CTO*: Valrek got those force fields down yet?

CIVHebert says:
Gol: Aye Sir.

Host Renee- says:
ACTION: Life support is online

CTOValrek says:
@OPS: Half are down already.

CIVHebert says:
:: Heads to TL ::

CE_Susman says:
@FCO: Not too near, ok? :: jokes ::

CMO_Revee says:
::uses hypospray on Zaldiva and stands back....:::

OPS_Gregg says:
@CTO: let me know the moment all are down

CIVHebert Computer: Engineering. (Turbolift.wav)

CTOValrek says:
@OPS: Get the wounded to the shuttle while I get the rest of the force fields down

FCmathews says:
@CE: just lead the way

SOZaldiva says:
::convulses::

CIVHebert says:
:: Walks into ENG.

CSO_Gol says:
*Linard*: Are we within transporter range of the planet, if we were to have transport capability that is?

CMO_Revee says:
Medic::: be prepared to restrain him

CE_Susman says:
@:: heads to the Main power grid ::

SOZaldiva says:
::opens eyes, looks around::

FCmathews says:
@::follows CEO::

CIVHebert says:
:: Walks to Linard ::Linard: You need some help?

EO_Linard says:
*Gol* Transporters are off line and won't be fixed until we reach Starbase, sir

CMO_Revee says:
::watches vital signs on biobed monitors:::

OPS_Gregg says:
@::nods:: *Shuttle*: 5 to beam from my location ::watches the injured dematerialize::

CMO_Revee says:
:::relieved that some aspects of the sickbay are still functioning:::

SOZaldiva says:
CMO:  Jadis? huh?

CE_Susman says:
@:: Looks at the FCO :: FCO: I think it's over that door

CTOValrek says:
@OPS: OK, that’s the last force field.

CMO_Revee says:
Zaldiva::: uh,  good morning Mr. Zaldiva

CSO_Gol says:
*Linard* then make your next priority impulse engines, after that we need warp capability.  How long will it take you?

CNS_Kent says:
::looks around:: CSO:  Where's Ens. Kurthem?

FCmathews says:
@CE: Ok, ladies first

TAC_Derek says:
::Crawls to a vent  opens it and climbs out::

SOZaldiva says:
CMO: um, head pounding, why?

CMO_Revee says:
Zaldiva:: be calm,  you have been unconscious for a number of hours

CE_Susman says:
@FCO: Sure, your turn, Mathews

FCmathews  (HITGIBS.wav)

CMO_Revee says:
Zaldiva:::  you require micro neurosurgery

CIVHebert says:
*GOL* Begging your pardon, shouldn't we get the deflector online so we can get the AT out?

OPS_Gregg says:
@CTO: thank you  All Prisoners: ok all follow me

TAC_Derek says:
::gets back in and heads back to bridge::

EO_Linard says:
*Gol* I'm already on it..I'll try to get impulse within the hour

TAC_Derek says:
::Climbs out::

CSO_Gol says:
Kent: Unsure.  Kurthem: Report to the bridge.

FCmathews says:
@CE: jeez, what are you? ::walks up to door::

TAC_Derek says:
Gol:Yes sir?
CTOValrek says:
@:: takes up the rear for cover::

OPS_Gregg says:
@::heads out of the room w/the prisoners::

CNS_Kent says:
::sees Kurthem,  shakes head::

CE_Susman says:
@FCO: What do you think?

SOZaldiva says:
::slowly sits up::

FCmathews says:
@CE: can you break it down?

EO_Linard says:
Hebert: you can give me a hand to raise the shields

CSO_Gol says:
*CIV* We need to get to the planet first, besides I'll have Ens. Kurthem working on that.  Good job though.

OPS_Gregg says:
@*FCO*: we got them sir heading to the shuttle

CMO_Revee says:
SO:: can you focus on the medic beside me?

CTOValrek says:
@*FCO*: Prisoners are on their way to the shuttle, sir

CIVHebert says:
Linard: Ok

TAC_Derek says:
Gol:What do you want me for sir?

FCmathews says:
*OPS/CTO* Good work

CE_Susman says:
@:: walks :: Mathews: Brake what? the Grid? :: takes out the phaser and aims to the grid ::

CSO_Gol says:
Kurthem:  I need you working on the deflector dish, we need it operational ASAP!
CIVHebert says:
*GOL* Ok understood.

TAC_Derek says:
Gol:Yes sir

CMO_Revee says:
:::brings out medical tricorder to test vision::
CIVHebert says:
Linard: Show me where to start.

CTOValrek says:
::can hear Alpha One laying down cover fire outside::

OPS_Gregg says:
@ALL: ok when I say run to the shuttle

TAC_Derek says:
::Runs out crawls to about where deflector should be and gets out::

SOZaldiva says:
CMO:  that’s MO quintalio isn't it?

FCmathews says:
@CE: Would a phaser blast be enough to overload it?

OPS_Gregg says:
@::steps out of the building, gets to the shuttle::

TAC_Derek says:
::Scratches head::Self:I have no idea how to fix this

CTOValrek says:
@::comes to the door and looks out::

OPS_Gregg says:
@::motioning the prisoners to run::

CTOValrek says:
@::helps prisoners out the door::

CE_Susman says:
@:: smiles :: Sure! :: Puts the phaser at Level 12 and fires ::

FCmathews  (HandPhaser.wav)

TAC_Derek says:
::Begins to do what little he knows about to fix deflector::

CMO_Revee says:
:::smiles at the SO, relieved he has sight:::

EO_Linard says:
Hebert: Go to that station over there

OPS_Gregg says:
@::sees all the parishioner get onboard::

CSO_Gol says:
*CMO*: What's Zaldivar's current condition?

CMO_Revee says:
SO:: is your head throbbing

CMO_Revee says:
CSO:: assessing that now

FCmathews says:
@CE: Try again

SOZaldiva says:
CMO:  it was, but its getting better

TAC_Derek says:
%*Gol*:Sir, how do I go about fixing it?

CIVHebert says:
:: Takes diagnostics of the shields ::

CTOValrek says:
@OPS: I'm going back to help FCO

CMO_Revee says:
CSO:: he is conscious,  I am trying to determine if he is capable of returning to duty

CIVHebert says:
Linard:  I could have the shields with partial power in about twenty minutes.

OPS_Gregg says:
@::gasping for air:: CTO: Valrek ok

CE_Susman says:
@Mathews: You're joking. That's enough. Do you want to blow up all the place?

CTOValrek says:
@::turns and pulls out tricorder to find the others::

EO_Linard says:
Hebert: Ok...but we need impulse drive the most

OPS_Gregg says:
@::closes the lift after Valrek exits::

FCmathews says:
@CE: The power is still here, maybe we should kill the cables

CSO_Gol says:
*Kurthem*: Find out what's broken, then fix it.

CMO_Revee says:
SO::are you able to stand and take a few steps?

TAC_Derek says:
%*CSO*:Sir:As ordered

SOZaldiva says:
CMO:  where is the Counselor? ::slowly stands and takes a step:;

CSO_Gol says:
Kent: Can you get through to the away team?
CIVHebert says:
Linard: ok.

Host Renee- says:
ACTION: An engineering flunky accidentally crosses the green wire with the red one, causing a minor explosion in a jeffries tube, and all internal sensors go offline and impulse engines will now take 2 hrs to bring back online.

OPS_Gregg says:
*FCO*: all prisoners onboard the shuttle

CMO_Revee says:
:::checking balance and vision:::

CTOValrek says:
@::finds the others:: FCO: Need a hand? All prisoners are onboard. It's gonna be crowded.

CNS_Kent says:
::tries to initiate comm to surface:: ::mumbles quietly:: self: got to get this working

CMO_Revee says:
::watches as diagnostic equipment goes off line::

TAC_Derek says:
%::begins to find things busted::

SOZaldiva says:
::gaining confidence in body control::

FCmathews says:
@*OPS/CTO* Ok, head in our direction

CIVHebert says:
Linard: We have a serious problem.

CE_Susman says:
@Mathews: Do you read that? :: shows the tricorder ::

EO_Linard says:
::curses silently under her breath::

CTOValrek says:
@::waves at the FCO:: FCO: I'm here...OPS is with the prisoners

EO_Linard says:
::runs to Jefferies tube::

CIVHebert says:
:: Walks to the main engineering console. Linard we have lost all sensors.

CMO_Revee says:
SO::the counselor is on the bridge

CTOValrek says:
@::smiles as he puts his tricorder away::

SOZaldiva says:
CMO: I think I’ll be ok Doc, you guys did a great job.

CNS_Kent says:
::checks system:: Gol:  Can't get a signal through the shields

TAC_Derek says:
::Fixes some parts of the deflector::

FCmathews says:
@CE: Ok, lets take another angle here...

CMO_Revee says:
:::watches SO take a few more tentative steps and turn around:::

CTOValrek says:
@FCO: What can I do to help here?

CE_Susman says:
@Mathews: Try by yourself. Fire that cable.


Host Flunkie says:
::screaming:: Ow! It hurts! it hurts! .... oh .... make the pain stop .... ::paws at Linard::

CIVHebert says:
CMO: we have a downed flunkie in one of the Jefferies tubes.

SOZaldiva says:
CMO: why are all the instruments dead?

EO_Linard says:
:: helps him out of the tube::

CSO_Gol says:
Kent: Very well, I'll need you to work on bringing up communications.

FCmathews says:
@CE: No wait, can't we do it the way the Dominion would, flick the switch, then cut the switch off?

CE_Susman says:
@:: looks at Valrek :: Valrek: We are playing tic Tac toe with the grid :: smiles ::

CMO_Revee says:
SO::we seem to be having more difficulties

CNS_Kent says:
::nods:: Gol: I'll do what I can.

Host Flunkie says:
::mumbling ...:: The green wire ... shouldn't have used the green wire.....

CTOValrek says:
@::smiles back:: CE: Ok, can I have some fun too?

CIVHebert says:
:: Helps Linard carry the injured crewman ::

EO_Linard says:
Flunkie: you need to get to sickbay

TAC_Derek says:
%::Wonders why if there is a big hole in the hull why am I not dead ??::

SOZaldiva says:
CMO: "more" difficulties the ship was almost scrap before I passed out

EO_Linard says:
Hebert: take him to sickbay then get back here and help with the impulse drive

CE_Susman says:
@Mathews: Sure. But we don't want they'll try to get the power back. Valrek: Sure!

TAC_Derek says:
%::Gets back to work::

CIVHebert says:
Linard: Aye

CMO_Revee says:
:::hits comm badge:::  CIV:::can any members of the security team reach him

Host Flunkie says:
::limps along with Hebert::

CSO_Gol says:
::Begins working on internal sensors::

FCmathews says:
@CTO: All POWs are accounted for right?

CIVHebert says:
CMO: No, Ill bring him to you.

CMO_Revee says:
CIV::acknowledged

CNS_Kent says:
::works at restoring communications::

Host Flunkie says:
::whispering now:: ..... The green.... wire .....


TAC_Derek says:
%*CSO*:Sir I could use some help if you can spare it I am no EO

CTOValrek says:
@CE: So lets just destroy the whole place.....do we have any explosives to set off and bring this whole building down?
CIVHebert says:
:: Helps the Flunkie to the TL ::  Flunkie: Take it easy. It's all right.

EO_Linard says:
::brushes off her suit and makes her way back her duty station::

CIVHebert Computer: Sick - Bay. (Turbolift.wav)

TAC_Derek says:
::Kicks a part and it comes back online::

CTOValrek says:
@FCO: Yes all accounted for.

SOZaldiva says:
CMO: Listen I may not be 100% but I’m useless here, can I go to the bridge?

TAC_Derek says:
<%>

CE_Susman says:
@Valrek: It's supposed you have to bring the explosive. Not an engineer

FCmathews says:
@OPS: Have the guys in the shuttle keep a transporter lock on us and be ready

Host Flunkie says:
::tries not to cry ... lower lip trembles ... ends up blubbering all over Hebert's shoulder:: but it HURTS....

CIVHebert says:
:: Helps Flunkie off TL and into sick-bay.

CMO_Revee says:
:::looks a SO with concern, but know that officers are needed on the bridge and in engineering:::

CSO_Gol says:
*Linard* Can you spare anyone to help Ens. Kurthem with the deflectors?

CIVHebert says:
Flunkie:  It's all right.  you'll be fine.

CIVHebert says:
:: Lies Flunkie on a bio-bed ::

CTOValrek says:
@::smiles:: CE: Well..... I do come prepared.  I need to go back to the shuttle and get them.

CMO_Revee says:
SO::yes,  but report back for follow up examinations in 24 hours

Host Flunkie says:
::suddenly turns and grabs Hebert:: You won't ... cross the green wire with the red one, will you? ::Looks serious::

CIVHebert says:
CMO: He has major burns.

CIVHebert says:
Flunkie: No I won't ever.

CMO_Revee says:
:::turns towards burned patient:::

FCmathews says:
@::pulls phaser from belt, sets it to overload, places it on power grid:: OPS: Beam out now!

CIVHebert says:
:: lies Flunkie on the bed ::

CE_Susman says:
@Valrek: And what are you waiting for? More JH soldiers?

OPS_Gregg energizing (Transporter.wav)

CMO_Revee says:
::nods to Medics to help CIV with the injured Flunkie::

CTOValrek says:
@::heads back to the shuttle::

CMO_Revee says:
CIV::: thank you

SOZaldiva says:
CMO: Yes Sir ::heads for TL::  TL: Bridge

CMO_Revee says:
CIV::can you tell me anything about how be got these burns

FCmathews says:
@::materializes next to shuttle::

EO_Linard says:
*Gol* I'll send Ens. Lane to give you a hand

TAC_Derek says:
%*Smith*:Get down here please.I could use the help

Host Flunkie says:
::looks at Revee, mumbles:: ... the ... green .... wire ... it was the green ... wire....

EO_Linard says:
::nods to ensign who leaves for Bridge::

CTOValrek says:
@::pulls one of Alpha One out of the fire line and has him help with the explosives. ::

CMO_Revee says:
:::quickly scans FLUNKIE with the tricorder and wishes more of the systems were functioning in sickbay:::
TAC_Derek says:
<Smith>*Derek*:On the way sir

CSO_Gol says:
*Kurthem*: Acknowledged, Ens. Lane from engineering will be there to assist shortly.

TAC_Derek says:
<sir>

CE_Susman says:
@:; Sees Mathews putting the phaser and hears an overload sound :: I think we should run out of here. Gregg: Beam me out of here, Jim!

CIVHebert says:
*Linard* Flunkie will be fine, now what?

OPS_Gregg says:
@::lowers the rear lift::

Host Flunkie says:
ACTION: Overloaded phaser on surface explodes

TAC_Derek says:
%*CSO*:Thank you sir

EO_Linard says:
*Hebert* I need you back here to help with this mess and get the impulse online

FCmathews  (Explode !.wav)

CTOValrek says:
@::hears the phaser explosion and covers the explosives so that they don't go off::

Host Flunkie says:
ACTION: Shields on the surface are offline

CIVHebert says:
*LINARD* ok on my way.

CMO_Revee says:
:::nods to CIV in thanks and dismissed them from her thoughts as she concentrates on the patient at hand:::

TAC_Derek says:
%<Smith>::Helps Derek fix the deflector::

OPS_Gregg says:
@FCO: shield is down sir

CE_Susman says:
@:: Still running :: ack!!!

FCmathews says:
@*Hayden* Hayden, do you read?

CIVHebert says:
CMO: have fun, and will see you later.

CSO_Gol says:
*CMO*: Status report.

CMO_Revee says:
:::floods the burned area with a bio regenerative field to repair the damaged  tissue:::

CTOValrek says:
@::sets up explosive traps for the JH as the dust settles::

CNS_Kent says:
::continues working with comm:: Gol:  we're getting a signal from the FCO

CIVHebert says:
:: heads back to the TL ::

Host Flunkie says:
::sighs in relief:: I'll show that green wire a thing or two ....

SOZaldiva says:
::exits Turbo lift, stepping onto bridge::

CSO_Gol says:
Kent: On screen.

CMO_Revee says:
::: ignores CIV as she works over patient:::

CE_Susman says:
@:: falls :: Ouch!!

CIVHebert Computer: Engineering. (Turbolift.wav)

CNS_Kent says:
::smiles:: Gol:  on screen

CTOValrek says:
@::Takes his man and the left over explosives back to the shuttle::

OPS_Gregg @*Hayden*: Hayden come in please (Hailing.wav)

SOZaldiva says:
Gol: reporting for duty sir, what do you need me to do?

TAC_Derek says:
%::Wages about 10 mor min. till deflector is fixed::

CNS_Kent says:
*AT* : we read you

CIVHebert says:
:: Heads to the main engineering screen.  Linard: What needs to be needs to be repaired?  I mean where at are the impulse drive is down?

CSO_Gol says:
SO: Report to engineering, for assignment.

OPS_Gregg says:
@FCO: have the counselor on channel sir

FCmathews says:
@*Hayden* What is your status?

CNS_Kent says:
*FCO* propulsion systems, deflectors offline

CMO_Revee says:
MO::prepare the rest of the bio beds for injured

SOZaldiva says:
GOL: Yes Sir? ::I can't fix anything::

EO_Linard says:
:;is under a console repairing sensors::

CMO_Revee says:
CSO:::suggest you beam any injured directly to sickbay

CSO_Gol says:
*AT* Systems are down, we have everyone working on it impulse engines should be up in 1 ½ hrs.

CTOValrek says:
@::gets a lock on Susman's com signal and beams him directly to the shuttle::

FCmathews says:
@*Hayden* Standby for orders

SOZaldiva says:
::takes TL to Engineering::

TAC_Derek says:
%Smith:I am almost done you?

OPS_Gregg says:
@::sits in flight control seat::

CIVHebert says:
:: Heads to the impulse engines on the upper deck ::

CSO_Gol says:
*AT* Do you have any injured?

CTOValrek says:
@::orders the rest of Alpha One to come back to the shuttle::

CMO_Revee says:
:::watches rapid cellular growth of burned area on Flunkie:::


FCmathews says:
@OPS: Begin preflight

EO_Linard says:
Hebert: I'm getting internal sensors back...

TAC_Derek says:
%<Smith>Derek:Same here sir

OPS_Gregg says:
@FCO: aye sir ::prepares the shuttle for launch::

EO_Linard says:
Hebert: watch the console and tell me when it comes back online

CTOValrek says:
@FCO: All personnel are on board , sir

CIVHebert says:
Linard: ok

FCmathews says:
@CTO: Good

CIVHebert says:
::Heads to the console ::

CE_Susman says:
@:: wakes up :: What the??? Thanks whoever I'm here.

FCmathews says:
@*Gol* Half of alpha one is dead

CIVHebert says:
Linard: Tell me when you try.

EO_Linard says:
::nods::

OPS_Gregg says:
@FCO: shuttle ready for launch everything operable

SOZaldiva says:
::exits TL in Engineering::

CTOValrek says:
@::walks over to CE with a med kit and attends his wounds::

FCmathews says:
@OPS: Take us up

CE_Susman says:
@Valrek: What happened?

FCmathews says:
@*CMO* Prepare for incoming POWs

OPS_Gregg says:
@::closes rear lift:: ::launches::

SOZaldiva says:
EO:  Gol ordered me to report for assignment, sir.

CIVHebert says:
:: Thinks he sees lights, only his imagination.

CTOValrek says:
@CE: You were  a little slow to get out before that phaser blew up

EO_Linard says:
::crawls out and looks to Hebert::...Anything?

CSO_Gol says:
*Mathews*: Understood, if you have any injuries, I would suggest beaming them directly to sickbay.  We're standing by to receive.

TAC_Derek says:
%::Watches the deflector begin to come back online::

CTOValrek says:
@CE: But you are safe now....just a few bumps and scratches

CIVHebert says:
:: Looks down at console ::  YES!

FCmathews says:
@*Gol* Good

OPS_Gregg says:
@FCO: 5 injured sir

CE_Susman says:
@Valrek: It seems, eh? :: grins ::

CIVHebert says:
Linard:  internal sensors back online.

FCmathews says:
@CTO: Beam the POWs directly to sickbay

CTOValrek says:
@::smiles as he puts the kit away::

CMO_Revee says:
::utilized T-cell stimulator to assist Flunkie's body to resist any infection due to burns, uses mild aesthetic on burn site, wrap are and steps back ::::

CE_Susman says:
@Valrek: and the Hayden?

CTOValrek says:
@FCO: Aye sir

CSO_Gol says:
*Kurthem*: Status report.

CMO_Revee says:
Flunkie:: can you flex that arm for me and test the new tissue

CTOValrek says:
@CE: not sure

CIVHebert says:
Linard: Impulse Engines, next on the list?

EO_Linard says:
SO: yes, we need impulse and shields

TAC_Derek says:
%*CSO*:Almost done sir

CMO_Revee says:
<Flunkie> :::flexes arm::::

Host ReneeAGM says:
<Flunkie> ::flexes arm tentatively::

CTOValrek says:
@::mans the transporters and beams the prisoners to sickbay::

OPS_Gregg says:
@::sees the planets atmosphere:: ::sees open space and the Hayden::

CSO_Gol says:
*Kurthem*: Good job.

OPS_Gregg says:
@::thinks,good lord:: FCO: sir the hayden

CIVHebert :: checks out the internal sensor console :: (Console2.wav)

CE_Susman says:
@:: looks at Valrek's face and thinks he's telling lies :: Valrek: You don't want to tell me, do you?

CMO_Revee says:
Flunkie::: do you feel any residual pain?

TAC_Derek says:
%*CSO*:I don't deserve all the credit Smith and the other person helping deserve some too

SOZaldiva says:
EO: where do i start?

FCmathews  (Shuttle Bay Doors.wav)

EO_Linard says:
Hebert:...yes, I need to get some power to the WPS....


CTOValrek says:
@*SickBay*: All prisoners will be in sickbay within five minutes.

CSO_Gol says:
*Kurthem*: Acknowledged.

CIVHebert says:
Linard: ok, but I'm not an engineer, you will have to guide me.

CMO_Revee says:
Flunkie:: you should have feeling in all areas of regrowth within the next two hours

OPS_Gregg says:
@::engaging tractor beam::

Host ReneeAGM says:
<Flunkie> Revee: Thank you doctor, I promise not to mess with the green wire ever ever again ::crosses heart::

OPS_Gregg says:
@*Hayden*: we're coming aboard

EO_Linard says:
::smiles::...I'm sure you'll be fine

CMO_Revee says:
Flunkie:::you are capable of resuming your duties but please report back to MO Cole after your shift

Host ReneeAGM says:
ACTION: Deflector array is online

CSO_Gol says:
*AT*: Acknowledged, and welcome back.

CNS_Kent says:
*Ops*:  Acknowledged  ::smiles::

EO_Linard says:
Hebert: maybe SO can give you a hand?

OPS_Gregg says:
@::parks the shuttle with a soft bounce::

CIVHebert says:
Linard:  I just got a report of the status screen.  Deflectors online.

TAC_Derek says:
%*CSO*:Deflector is online sir heading to bridge

CIVHebert says:
Linard:  Aye

OPS_Gregg says:
@::brings shuttle power down::

Host ReneeAGM says:
<Flunkie> Revee: Yes sir, I mean doctor. Yes. Okay ::hops off biobed::

CMO_Revee says:
:::nods at Flunkie and makes not to do psychological work up when Flunkie returns for examination with MO Cole

OPS_Gregg says:
@::opens shuttle doors::

FCmathews says:
AT: OK, job well done, now let's work on getting this ship moving again

CTOValrek says:
::Has Alpha One escort the remaining "ex-prisoners" to sickbay for examinations::

EO_Linard says:
::grins::..really?

TAC_Derek says:
::Crawls back to bridge and hops out::

SOZaldiva says:
Hebert:we should start with an internal scan of the effected systems

EO_Linard says:
:;thinks finally some things going right::

CSO_Gol says:
*Kurthem*: Acknowledged, have Ens. Lane report back to engineering.

OPS_Gregg says:
:;exits the shuttle:: FCO: thank you sir

FCmathews says:
::Enters TL::

TAC_Derek says:
*Lane*:Back to engineering

EO_Linard says:
::nods:: good idea Zaldiva......let me know what you find

OPS_Gregg says:
::enters TL::

CIVHebert says:
:: Heads to upper engineering in search of the impulse Drive System.

OPS_Gregg says:
TL: bridge

CE_Susman says:
Mathews: What happened to the ship? *Linard*: Ensign, report!!

CTOValrek says:
::calls Beta One to help with the dead Alpha One crew mates::

SOZaldiva says:
::takes nearby Tricorder and begins scanning for major areas of damage::

EO_Linard says:
*Susman* we've been hit by a shock wave...everything is offline

CSO_Gol says:
ALL: Current damage report.

OPS_Gregg says:
:;exits TL:: ::walks over to OPS console Kent: Ahh anna nice to see you, I see your working on things here

CTOValrek says:
*TAC*: What’s our status, Derek?

CMO_Revee says:
::peels off rubber gloves and throws them into the sterile refuse container:::

CIVHebert says:
:: Still searching for the IPS ::

FCmathews says:
::enters bridge::

TAC_Derek says:
*CTO*:Looks in this case are deceiving sir

CNS_Kent says:
::smiles, stands::  OPS: trying, but it's great to have you back

CSO_Gol says:
Mathews: Would you like to assume command?

CMO_Revee says:
CSO:::will we have systems back on line in the sickbay shortly?

CTOValrek says:
*TAC*: I'm on my way to the bridge.

CE_Susman says:
 Linard: I'll move to engineering now. :: Runs to the next Turbolift :: TL: Main Engineering, fast!

OPS_Gregg says:
::smiles:: Kent: thank you..I relieve you here

CTOValrek says:
::moves to the closest TL::

CE_Susman (turbolift.wav)

FCmathews says:
CSO: As you were

TAC_Derek says:
*CTO*:Bring Beta 1 to have me arrested

CNS_Kent says:
::sees Austin::  OPS: yes, Thank you

EO_Linard says:
:;thinks ...thank heaven::

TAC_Derek says:
::Slaps some cuffs on hands::

FCmathews says:
::walks over to CNS::

OPS_Gregg says:
::sits in chair::

CTOValrek says:
::Looks confused at the last statement by the TAC. Disregards it for the time being::

CE_Susman says:
:: reaches Engineering and sees nearly all the panel with a red color :: What a mess.........

CTOValrek says:
TL: Bridge

SOZaldiva says:
EO:  my scan indicates that there is a severe routing problem in this Jeffries tube

CIVHebert says:
*Susman* Welcome Back.  I have no idea where the IPS is... u gonna tell me?

TAC_Derek says:
*CTO*:I basically caused the Hayden to be the way it is sir so please just throw me in the brig

CTOValrek says:
::arrives on the bridge to see Derek in cuffs::

CE_Susman says:
Linard: Status of the WPS and IPS

CNS_Kent says:
::smiles at Austin:: FC: It's good to have you back safely.

FCmathews says:
CSO: Estimated time till be can depart

CE_Susman says:
*Hebert*: Where are you now?

EO_Linard says:
::goes to Jefferies tube:: I'm on it Zaldiva..thanks

FCmathews says:
::smiles at CNS::
CSO_Gol says:
Mathews: I'll head to the Science Lab to begin working on SRS & LRS.

Host ReneeAGM says:
[[ INCOMING TRANSMISSION ]]

CIVHebert says:
*Susman* Upper Engineering.

EO_Linard says:
Susman: IPS is off line,,,,we are working on the WPS now

SOZaldiva says:
CEO: what would you like me to do?

CSO_Gol says:
FCO: About 30 min.

OPS_Gregg says:
FCO: sir have an incoming transmission, should I put it on screen?

FCmathews says:
CSO: Good, thanks

CTOValrek says:
TAC: Nonsense, we need all the hands we got to fix this ship. We will take care of discipline later. ::takes cuffs off of TAC::

FCmathews says:
OPS: Go ahead

TAC_Derek says:
CTO:O.K.

OPS_Gregg says:
FCO: aye sir..::turns screen on::

TAC_Derek says:
::sits down at TAC station::

Host ReneeAGM says:
ACTION: Admiral G. Willikers appears on screen::

FCmathews  (Hailing.wav)

CSO_Gol says:
::enters TL:: TL: Deck 7, Science Lab.

EO_Linard says:
::carefully looks into smoky Jefferies tube::

FCmathews says:
COM: Admiral,

CE_Susman says:
Linard: Understood. *Hebert*: Lower Engineering, Mike. Zaldivar: Try to get those sensors working.

CTOValrek says:
TAC: Get Alpha Two and Beta Two on duty now and have them give us a status report for each deck.

Host ReneeAGM says:
COM: <Willikers> Greetings, USS Hayden. This is  Admiral  Willikers. Your ship, as soon as it's ready, is to proceed to Starbase 118 for repairs.

OPS_Gregg says:
::turns and sees the admiral on screen::

Host ReneeAGM says:
COM: <Willikers> Will you require assistance?

CSO_Gol says:
::exits TL heads toward Science Lab::

TAC_Derek says:
CTO:Yes sir

FCmathews says:
COM: Understood admiral

CNS_Kent says:
::turns to listen to the message::

CTOValrek says:
::feels relieved at the Admirals words::

CIVHebert says:
:: Heads to lower engineering in search of the IPS ::

CSO_Gol says:
::enters science lab begins work on SRS::

TAC_Derek says:
::Walks to brig/security area and gets Beta 2 and Alpha 2 for status reports::

SOZaldiva says:
*CSO* Gol is there anything I can do from here, or do you want me to meet you in the science lab?

EO_Linard says:
::crawls into Jefferies tube with wrist beacon and repair kit::

FCmathews says:
COM: That would be a help sir

TAC_Derek says:
::Walks back to bridge::

CSO_Gol says:
*Susman*: Will you still be requiring the assistance of my science officer?


Host ReneeAGM says:
COM: <Willikers> Acknowledged. The USS Sandoval will be en route within the hour to aid you in repairs and help you achieve the Starbase. Admiral Willikers out ::cuts transmission::

CTOValrek says:
::tries to access the TAC station one.....no response.  Goes to TAC station two....slow response::

CE_Susman says:
*Gol*: You need him. Take him, Gol

OPS_Gregg says:
::closes channel::

CMO_Revee says:
:::hits combadge::: FCO::can you give me any estimate of time required to repair medical systems

TAC_Derek says:
::Is at TAC 1 trying to get it online::

EO_Linard says:
::sees the mess the Flunkie made and shakes her head::

FCmathews says:
*CMO* engineering to the one to ask

CSO_Gol says:
*Zaldivar*: Report to the science lab, I need your assistance with the sensors.

CTOValrek says:
TAC: I need you to supervise the teams with their reports

CIVHebert says:
:: Finds a small box with wires hanging out, sees red and green wires severed ::  hmmmm

CNS_Kent says:
::looks at Mathews:: FC: I'll go see if I can help with the POW's

CSO_Gol says:
*Susman*: Thanks, Susman.

SOZaldiva says:
*CSO*: Aye Sir. ::takes TL to Science Lab::

TAC_Derek says:
CTO:On the way sir

CIVHebert says:
:: decides not to mess with it ::

CTOValrek says:
::shakes head wondering about Derek::

CE_Susman says:
:: moves to the Chief Engineer's office :: 


FCmathews says:
Bridge: Once we are repaired to go to warp, we'll proceed to SB118 where you will get shore leave

EO_Linard says:
::begins to straighten out shorted out wires::

TAC_Derek says:
::Crawls to where Beta 2 is gets out and helps with reports::

CTOValrek says:
::smiles::

CNS_Kent says:
::heads for the lift, smiles at the sound of shore leave::

CIVHebert says:
:: Wonders if I could get out of Engineering and off to the mess hall ::  :: Stomach growls ::

CTOValrek says:
*EO*: What are my chances of getting my TAC stations to work....soon?

CE_Susman says:
:: realigns the Dilithium crystal and check the Antimatter pods :: 

CNS_Kent says:
::enters TL::  TL: sickbay

FCmathews says:
::relaxes back in big command chair::

CIVHebert says:
*Susman* you need me anywhere because I think Im in the way?

EO_Linard says:
*CTO*..I'll see what I can do, sir......

SOZaldiva says:
::exits TL at Science Lab:; CSO: reporting sir, where should I start?

CTOValrek says:
*EO*: Thank you

CE_Susman says:
*Hebert* Are you tired? Go to bed....

CMO_Revee says:
:::heads to replicator for mug of tea before dealing with injured prisoners:::

CIVHebert says:
*Susman* That's a roger.

CSO_Gol says:
Zaldivar: Help me get SRS up, then we'll work on LRS.

Host ReneeAGM says:
<><><><> Pause Hayden Mission <><><><>
Host ReneeAGM says:
<><><><> Pause Hayden Mission <><><><>



